Lite Lab

Sensory desk of analyses
DESCRIPTION
Foldaway sensory desk of analyses for testrooms, entirely adapted to sensory testing (taste, sniff, sight and qualitative ...).

THE STRENGTHS

+ Transform your existing rooms in test labs

+ Easy-to-assemble and easily transportable model for a punctual use.
  *Alveolar partition wall*

+ Building time : 1 minute
  Total weight including the chair : 17,64 lbs
Lite Lab

Equipment provided in the carrying bag

- Standard light Led 6500K
- Switch for call indicator
- Hinge for the dividing wall
- Optional separating partition
- Serving hatch
- Partition wall made of alveolar polypropylene
- Folding chair
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Our strengths

Sensory analysis booths easy to transport and fast to install.
"Our design teams can help you customize Lite Lab (dimensions, accessories, colours ...) to accommodate your test protocols, current or future test location, new ideas..."